separate telephone installed for their daily, often day-long talks. Kumin re marked in a conversation with me, and later informed an interviewer, that these calls often lasted all day, beginning in the morning and continuing through temporary interruptions during which they kept each other "on the line" while each went about her routine.1 If either wished to resume the conversation she would whistle loudly into the receiver. In "Address to the Angels" Kumin writes of her deep loss at Sexton's death: "Always / I think that no one / can be sadder than I am." Although such pain is absolute, Kumin's statement here is obviously exaggerated. Yet, as if to prepare for that blatant sentimentality, the poet precedes these lines with the admission that "Always it is passion that / confuses the issue." In any case, by staying with this poem, a reader locates its more crucial substance: the loneliness and anger which result from surviving middle-age and feeling left alone. The poet protests the absence of "angels, God's secret agents" who she ("Time will do this ?s fair / to hickory, birch, black oak. . . .) Yet, "Even waking it seems / logical?" she writes, to assume that Sexton's "small round / stubbornly airborne soul" ascended, and "none the worse for its trip," In a poet's sixth book, we expect wise and purposeful construction. Within
The Retrieval System, a sure and satisfying connection exists between the poems
